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DIGITALISATION
IN SAXONY-ANHALT
HERE IT CREATES FUTURE.
Saxony-Anhalt relies on the innovative strength of young companies from the information and communications industry. Well over 2.000 innovative and in some cases
internationally active ICT companies with around 16,000 employees covered by social insurance are currently based in the country. The majority of these companies are active in
software development and IT services for other companies.
There is growing potential here that we need in order to advance the digitisation process in Saxony-Anhalt and to cope with future challenges. See for yourself.

> Technologies of Digitalisation
> Applications & Success Stories
> On film and on site - LINTRA on digitalisation matters

Technologies of digitalisation - Made in Saxony-Anhalt
The development of digital technologies is advancing at high speed worldwide and is rapidly transforming our society, our economy and our world.

Big Data

Cloud Computing

IT-Safety

Virtual and Augmented Reality

3D-Printing

Artificial Intelligence
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Key technologies at work in Saxony-Anhalt - Applications & Success Stories
Big Data, Cloud Compting, IT-Safety, Virtual and Augmented Reality, 3D-Printing and Artificial Intelligence -key technologies that generate innovative products and solutions in all
industries and along the entire value chain:

E-Health

Industry 4.0

Chemicals 4.0

Logistics 4.0

Solution for media discontinui…
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Side Note: On film and on site - LINTRA on digitalisation matters
Digitalisation. What does that mean? Why is it so important? What is the added value? Where does the potential lie? Lars Bendler, CEO of LINTRA Solutions GmbH answers these
key questions.
LINTRA Group has been in the IT business for more than 14 years. With the accumulated knowledge from the many SharePoint projects in the development and consulting regarding
the application and implementation of SharePoint solutions, LINTRA is a recognized and very experienced system house in Germany.
> more FAQs about digitalisation in Saxony-Anhalt

Increase competitiveness

Use of digital technology

Which digital technology can increase a company's competitiveness?

What digital technology should be used to increase a company's competitiveness?

Acces and understanding

Create motivation

Why is it that digitalisation can be hard for some
companies to access and understand?

What kind of moral support is needed to motivate
companies to invest into digitalisation?

With international customers in various industries, LINTRA focuses on consulting, application development and implementation of its own standardized solutions and business
applications for SharePoint and Office 365.
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